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Jewels in Fairmont’s Architectural Crown

by
Debra B. McMillan

Architecture is unique because it is the one art form that is used
every day, and this everyday use by people gives it its energy.  Every
day, we sleep in it, work in it, attend school in it, fall in love in it,
worship in it, are married in it, and buried from it.  It is the stage for
the human drama. But architecture is more than just walls and a
roof.  Architecture is the difference between a box and a cathedral.
Both technical and aesthetic skills are needed by the architect to
create architecture.

Three necessary qualities of architecture were defined around
the year 40 B.C. by the Roman architect Marcus Vitruvius Pollio,
who was more commonly known as Vitruvius, in his treatise “The
Ten Books on Architecture.”  These qualities are still required today
and distinguish architecture from mere enclosure. The qualities
Vitruvius cited are, in the Latin, utilitas, firmitas, and venustas; or
more simply, commodity, firmness, and delight.

Utilitas, or commodity, addresses the function of the building.
It must be appropriately designed for its intended use.  In Fairmont,
new businesses were often cited as having a “commodious store-
room,” showing their concern with utilitas.   Anyone who has tried
to use a building in a way for which it was not intended--a garage for
a dining room, a school gymnasium for a dormitory, or a house as an
office--knows what utilitas is.  In designing a building, the architect
must communicate with the client to ascertain what will be required
of the structure, research reference materials for standard design
criteria, and incorporate the information in the design.

Along with commodity, firmitas or firmness is required of
architecture.  This quaility means that the building must maintain
its structural integrity.  Collapsed buildings are of no use to anyone
but the lawyers as they can be a hazard to our health and safety.  The
structure of the building must be integrated into the design so that
human beings may safely occupy it.  Building codes exist for the
safety of the occupants.

The third quality, venustas or delight, refers to the aesthetic
qualities of the structure, whereas commodity and firmness address
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the utilitarian requirements.  Delight is the sparkle in the jewel, the
elusive quality of architecture.  It is difficult to define, and its
definition varies from one society to another.  It is easy to specify
twelve rooms, or three stories, or a live load of one hundred pounds
per square foot in a simple, quantitative way.  It is harder for the
architect to create beauty.   Still, delight raises “enclosure” to “archi-
tecture.”  The harmony of the parts, the design concept expressed in
the building, and the ornamentation give a structure delight when
integrated with both the utilitarian characteristics of commodity
and firmness.

Commodity, firmness, and delight, therefore, define architec-
ture.  But these qualities are variable.  They change from one
generation to the next, from one civilization to another.  New kinds
of buildings evolve as society evolves.  Who ever heard of a business
incubator twenty years ago?  And yet we design them today. Struc-
tural systems evolve as technology evolves, such as the change from
load-bearing, masonry buildings to curtain wall, steel-frame sky-
scrapers, made possible after the development of mass-produced
metals in the Industrial Revolution and by Mr. Otis’s invention, the
elevator.

Aesthetics change as well.  Historical ornamentation that was
once considered beautiful was disdained by the twentiethcentury
modernists of the International Style, who considered it akin to
graffiti or tattoos.  Some modern architects even called for the
demolition of historic buildings to rid society of the supposed bad
influence of such ornamentation.  Other architects relied on the
materials, structure, or form of the building for its aesthetics.

The architectural technology and aesthetics of one culture,
Fairmont in its growth years of 1890 to 1930, reflect the concerns of
that time and place and define the city as we know it today.  During
this period newspapers referred to new buildings as “jewels in
Fairmont’s crown” as each one made its debut.  These buildings
were designed under the principles of commodity, firmness, and
delight.

What caused Fairmont’s astronomical growth?   Middletown,
Virginia, as it was originally named, was a sleepy hamlet estab-
lished in 1819 on Boaz Fleming’s farm, a mere rest stop halfway
between the already established towns of Clarksburg and
Morgantown.  By 1930 it was a booming metropolis.  The original
small, wood-frame structures in the town were replaced by steel
and concrete skyscrapers.  The population, only 1,000 residents in
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1890, expanded to 23,000 by 1930.  What caused this?  The answer is
as familiar as today’s headlines regarding Corridor H:  improved
transportation.

The city’s journey to greatness began in 1843, when Marion
County was formed from parts of Monongalia and Harrison Coun-
ties, and Middletown was named the county seat.  This meant that
the county courthouse was located here.  The name of the city was
later changed from Middletown to Fairmont to avoid confusion
with a previously established Middletown, Virginia. Court days
became market days, as the influx of people associated with the
court caught the attention of merchants. The first business establish-
ments were located near the courthouse.  This  mercantile founda-
tion was firmly established and subsequently expanded as Fairmont’s
visibility in the state increased.

A railroad connection to Fairmont was instrumental in en-
hancing the city’s growth. In 1852 the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
connected Fairmont--and notably bypassed Morgantown--to the
rest of the country:  Washington, D.C., Pittsburgh, and Baltimore.
The railroad also allowed the export of the area’s rich natural
resources of coal and natural gas, and the money from the sales of
those materials was invested in the city’s growth and its architec-
ture.  Also, in 1852 the first suspension bridge was constructed
across the Monongahela River, enhancing road traffic into Fair-
mont.

Inside Fairmont, travel within the city and between small
towns in the vicinity was accomplished by the streetcar system, the
interurban.  People flocked to Fairmont because of the ease of
transportation, which added to Fairmont’s reputation for fine hotels
for conventions, a variety of department stores for shopping, and a
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proliferation of theaters--operatic, vaudevillian, and those ultra-
modern “moving picture shows”--for entertainment.

Even calamity contributed to Fairmont’s growth and rich ar-
chitecture.  The Great Fire of 1876 began in the morning hours on
January 2.  The fire, which was thought to be incendiary in nature
because eyewitnesses smelled burning oil, began in an alley be-
tween two buildings near the corner of Adams and Madison Streets,
today a post office parking lot.  As the fire spread up the street, the
wind also spread the fire to the opposite side of the street.  A tunnel
of flame ensued, and one could not walk down Adams Street in the
300 block because of the flames and cinders.  With no fire-fighting
equipment in the city, the men, women, and children formed a
bucket brigade down Madison Street.  This laborious effort con-
tained the flames, but business and lives were left in shambles.
Grown men were reduced to tears in the face of their losses.

Hope, however, glistened as well.  The destruction of both
sides of the block brought an opportunity to rebuild in more sub-
stantial buildings, even grander than the small wood-frame struc-
tures that had been lost to the flames.  The city council passed an
ordinance that required all buildings in the central part of the city
were now required to be constructed of brick, as jewels in Fairmont’s
crown.

The architecture that Fairmont’s wealth created is striking.
There were daily accounts of the progress of construction in the
newspapers.  Grand openings were held, and hundreds, sometimes
thousands of people  attended.  Newspaper accounts noted that the
buildings were an ornament to the city, the newest jewel in Fairmont’s
crown.  Three of these buildings, three of Fairmont’s jewels, illus-
trate Vitruvius’s requirements of commodity, firmness, and delight.

Commodity was foremost in the minds of those responsible
for the construction of the Fairmont Hotel in 1917, on Jefferson
Street, today used as the Eastview Unity Apartments.  In 1915, 5,000
visitors crowded the nine existing hotels in the city, and the cry for
a new hotel went up.  The campaign for $350,000 from private
investors for its construction was easily raised in a matter of three
days.

Next, requests for designs were mailed to over twenty-five of
the country’s leading architects. Twenty of their proposals were put
on display in the Watson Building where citizens of the city were
invited to inspect the designs, to ask questions of the architects’
representatives, and to give their opinions of the best one for the
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city.  Three hundred citizens participated in this discussion.
A prominent hotel man of the times impressed upon the

people of the city the importance of a good hotel.   “It is the home of
the visitor,” he said, “and give [sic] him his first and most lasting
impression of the city.” “The hotel,” he continued “is the front door

to a city.”1

The architect chosen for
the Fairmont Hotel was the firm of
Milburn, Heister, and Company from
Washington, D.C.  This firm had de-
signed the Powhatan Hotel in the capi-
tal.  One of the firm’s primary con-
cerns in the layout of the hotel was
the location of the banquet room.  It
had been originally planned for the

top floor.  Other structures had traditionally located banquet rooms
on their top floors, which were considered prestigious, but this
location forced guests to take the elevator or the stairs to social
functions.  In the design of the Fairmont Hotel, the banquet room
was subsequently moved to the first floor off Jefferson Street to
accommodate more conveniently the throngs of people attending
social events in the hotel.  The banquet room was also connected to
the mezzanine floor so that guests could discard their wraps there
and take a private flight of steps to the banquet room, which was
conveniently located adjacent to the kitchen for ease of serving.
These considerations show the architect’s concern for commodity in
the building.

On the opening day of the new hotel, stores in the city closed
early to allow the merchants, clerks, and shoppers to attend the
grand opening celebration. Both the Greater Fairmont Band and
Vincent’s Orchestra provided music for the occasion. Tours of the
building, starting on the fourth floor and progressing downward,
were given by over one hundred volunteers from the community. A
dance was held later that evening, and seventy-five guests stayed in
the hotel on the first night.  Within a month all of the rooms in the
new hotel were taken; and one week later, sixty-two potential guests
were turned away. Within two years of its opening, the Fairmont
Hotel expanded by adding two floors which the architects had
planned in their original design. The Fairmont Hotel functioned
well in its new role as “home to the visitor.”

Firmness, the second quality of architecture, is epitomized in
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the Masonic Temple Building on Jefferson Street.  It was designed as
a modern, mixed-use building, with the post office on the first floor,
offices on the second, apartments on the third, a banqueting hall
with balcony on the fourth and fifth floors, the lodge hall on the
sixth, and a bowling alley in the basement. The architects were
Baldwin and Pennington of Baltimore; they had designed many
railroad stations in Maryland for the B. & O. Railroad, as well as the
YMCA Building on Fairmont Avenue, currently home of the Moose
Lodge.

The laying of the cornerstone for the Masonic Temple oc-
curred in drenching showers in April 1906.  E. M. Showalter, a past
master of the Masonic lodge and later a Marion County Circuit
Court judge,  noted for his eloquent speeches across the state, gave
remarks on this occasion.  An excerpt from his speech reflects the
attitude of the people of Fairmont with regard to the importance of
its architecture:

The day for dingy, misshapen, contracted buildings with us is in
the past.  We must have modern, spacious, fireproof structures, with
light and ventilation and equipment in our business blocks, in our
churches, in our educational institutions and in our temples.  Com-

merce, society, civilization make these calls
upon us and make them urgent and we can-
not and we will not turn a deaf ear.”2

Because of wet weather in the fall of 1906,
the excavations for the Masonic Temple were
delayed.  The building committee next learned
that the arrival of the structural steel was go-
ing to be six months late.  After consultation
with the architects, the committee decided to
use a brand-new method of construction, re-
inforced concrete.  Engineers had deemed re-
inforced concrete as safe and stronger than
steel; it made the building fireproof as well.
With this turn of events, the supporting beams
and columns were all made of reinforced con-
crete, so that the Masonic Temple became the
first structure in Fairmont made entirely of
reinforced concrete.   Only one earlier struc-
ture, the Fairmont Trust Company Building,
now the Security Building on Adams Street,

had used the “Johnson System” of reinforced concrete, but it had
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used concrete only for its floors; the rest of the structure was steel.
Proof of the firmness of this technological advance in construc-

tion is seen in the existence of the building today.  Many other
buildings in the city fell victim to fire, as owners were lulled into a
false sense of security that a brick exterior made them fire-proof,
when the interiors were often made of wood, which readily burned.
Among the buildings that burned were the Hall Block, on the corner
of Adams and Monroe Streets, and the Jackson Hotel on Jackson
Street.  At the new Masonic Temple, however, a fire in the basement
extinguished itself  because it could not be communicated to the
upper floors, and the structure stands today as an architectural
jewel of its time.

The elusive quality of delight can be seen in the symbol of both
the city and the county, the Marion County Courthouse.  Designed
by the firm of Packard and Yost from Columbus, Ohio, and con-
structed between 1897 and 1900, it is a fine example of beaux-arts
architecture.  Its aesthetics reflect equally its use as a courthouse and
its role as a symbol of Marion County.

Interestingly, the original courthouse, constructed in 1844 near
this site, had been heavily damaged by a late-night wrecking party
of about eighty men in January 1897.  The old courthouse had
become dilapidated, the quarters were cramped for the growing
county, and the building was considered dangerous.  A call for a
vote to issue bonds for the construction of a new courthouse had
occurred, but the prospect of the new taxes defeated the proposal.
Although these men, aided it was rumored by a mite of whiskey,
took matters into their own hands, their intentions were to facilitate
the construction of an even grander courthouse to represent the
county.

The most notable feature of the building that arose from the
ruins of its predecessor is its tall dome, a reflection of the Roman
Republic.  Atop the dome on the lantern stands the figure of Justice,
blindfolded and holding scales, symbolizing the ideal of objectivity
of the court system.  Both the lower drum of the dome and the main
block of the building are comprised of  Greek temple fronts, associ-
ating Marion County with the Greek ideals of democracy and
justice.

The porch pediment on Adams Street is also filled with sym-
bols which relate more directly to West Virginia.  In the triangular
pediment on either side of the scales of justice is sculpted a man and
a woman, representing citizens of the county.  Beside them on the
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left are mining implements and on the right, farming implements.
These represent the tools of labor that contributed to the develop-
ment and prosperity of the state, which enabled the citizens to
construct such a grand structure.  Both the architectural style and

the details relate to the
building’s use as the
Marion County Court-
house and symbolize
the ideal of delight.

These days of
architectural splendor
are gone. Monumental
buildings are no longer
constructed down-
town.  Fairmont’s archi-
tectural crown is now
tarnished, and approxi-
mately half of the jew-
els have been lost.  In

1996 alone, seven historic buildings were demolished, and more are
currently threatened.  The grandsons and granddaughters of the
citizens, who constructed buildings according to the premises of
commodity, firmness, and delight, are now having them demol-
ished at an alarming rate.  True, old buildings were torn down in the
past in Fairmont, but previously they were razed for the construc-
tion of even grander buildings, ornaments to the city, not parking
lots.  Some of our buildings have died of years of neglect, demol-
ished because people  saw only the deterioration of the buildings
and not the potential for these structures.  Others, still sound and
full of both history and potential for reuse, have been sacrificed for
convenient parking lots for adjacent buildings.  If this rate contin-
ues, historic Fairmont will be leveled in about ten years.  Only the
empty parking lots will remain.

We can no longer afford to be so short-sighted and absorbed in
our own self-interest that we overlook the good of the community.
Although renovating these structures is expensive, the bottom line
must not pilot our actions.  We must be far-sighted enough to
preserve these structures for the succeeding generations, to tell
them about us, our accomplishments, our priorities, and the pride
that was taken as each new jewel took its place in the crown.  The
“good enough” attitude is no longer good enough for Fairmont.
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There has been the beginning of an awareness of Fairmont’s
architectural wealth, and some tentative steps have been taken to
preserve it.  Several individual structures in the downtown are
listed on the National Register of Historic Places.  These include the
Marion County Courthouse and adjoining Sheriff’s Residence, the

Masonic Temple Building,
and the Jacobs-Hutchinson
Block.  In 1995 Fairmont
was honored by having the
downtown designated as
an historic district and
placed on the National
Register of Historic Places,
which allows the contrib-
uting (or historical) struc-
tures in the district (a geo-
graphical area with both
contributing and non-con-
tributing structures) to
take advantage of tax cred-
its for rehabilitation.  Sev-
eral store fronts have been

rehabilitated in conjunction with the Main Street Fairmont program.
But there is so much more
work to be done to raise
the awareness of the citi-
zens about the jewels in
their midst.

I challenge the citi-
zens of  Fairmont to be-
come proactive in the his-
toric preservation of the
city.  Locate your business
in the downtown historic
district, and frequent the
business there.  The city
and county governments
should lead by example
and rehabilitate their his-
toric buildings in the
downtown.  In particular, I challenge Fairmont State College to once
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again be part of the downtown.  Imagine the impact Fairmont State
College could have made on the fabric of the city if it had remained
at its original location on the corner of Adams and Quincy Streets, its
birthplace in 1867 as the Fairmont Normal School.  Fairmont State
College should consider locating a downtown satellite of the Col-
lege in one of the historic structures.  The College’s presence down-
town would benefit the city, just as the city could benefit the stu-
dents and faculty of Fairmont State College.  Fairmont’s architec-
tural jewels could become Fairmont State College’s educational
tools.

John Ruskin, an architect and writer, contended:
Old buildings are not ours.  They belong, partly to those who

built them, and partly to the generations of mankind who are to
follow us.  The dead still have their rights to them.  That which they
labored for, we have no right to obliterate. . . .  What we ourselves
have built, we are at liberty to throw down.  But what other men
have their strength and wealth and life to accomplish, their right
over it does not pass with their death.3

Please, let us save our old buildings, the last jewels in Fairmont’s
crown!4
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1    “New Hotel Will Be A Great Boon,”  Fairmont Times 2 March
1916, p. 2.

2    “Despite The Drenching Showers Masons Laid Conerstone
for New Temple.”  The Fairmont Times 19 April 1906, 6.

3    Clem Labine and Carolyn Flaherty, eds.  The Old House Journal
Compendium (Woodstock, NY: Overlook P, 1983), n.p.

4    For a detailed account, see Debra B. McMillan, An Ornament to
the City:  Historic Architecture in Downtown Fairmont, West Virginia,
(Terra Alta, WV:  Headline Books, Inc., 1997).
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Fairmont State College, the largest institution in the West
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